
Time For A Change: Toward A New Korea-U.S.Income Tax Treaty - TaxReprinted from Tax Notes Int'l, April 20, 2009, p. 223The United States has 66 bilateral income tax treaties in place. Under these treaties, residents(not necessarily citizens) of foreign countries are generally taxed at a reduced rate or areexempt from U.S. tax on some items of income they receive from sources within the UnitedStates. Similarly, residents (or, sometimes, nonresident citizens) of the United States aregenerally taxed by the treaty partner country at a reduced rate or are exempt on some items ofincome they receive from sources within the foreign countries.The current income tax treaty between the United States and the Republic of Korea wassigned on June 4, 1976, and entered into force on October 20, 1979. This treaty reflects theeconomic climates of the two countries at the time of treaty negotiations in the 1970s. Koreawas at an early stage of economic development and relied heavily on foreign technology andinvestment to propel its growth. Like other treaties negotiated by Korea around that time, theU.S. treaty was designed to encourage an infusion of foreign capital into Korea amid itsprocess of economic growth.Much has changed since the 1970s. Korea has dramatically transformed its economiccondition from a nation reliant on foreign resources to a recognized force in the advancementof modern technology and international commerce.1 The focus of Korean businesses is nolonger saturation of local markets, but global expansion. Several Korean companies, includingHanwha, Samsung, Doosan, and LG International, have been ranked by Forbes as among the''world's biggest public companies.'' On the other side of the Pacific, the United States, whileremaining a powerful force in the world economy, is keen on attracting foreign investmentand proliferating international commerce through mutual exchange of resources. Just asimportantly, as a result of changing economies and the global marketplace, the governmentsof both Korea and the United States have significantly altered their internal and externalpolicies regarding international taxation and international tax agreements.Despite these changes, the current treaty has yet to be modified, and as a result, it fails toaddress the current economic requirements of the two countries. This is generally recognizedby both Korea and the United States, and there have been continuing discussions regardingpossible negotiations for a new treaty. For example, in March 1998 the U.S. TreasuryDepartment announced that negotiations toward a new treaty would begin at the end of 1998.Negotiations were intended to be based on then-U.S. and Korean model treaties, both ofwhich drew heavily from the OECD model treaty. Negotiations never took place in 1998,however, and 11 years later Treasury has once again announced that the United States will benegotiating with Korea for a new tax treaty, in 2009.2In anticipation of those negotiations, this article examines certain provisions of the currenttreaty and suggests possible amendments based on the 2006 U.S. model treaty and the 2008OECD model treaty. It also examines additional provisions that might be added to the newtreaty to prevent abusive transactions and to encourage mutual exchange of information. Thearticle is not intended to provide a comprehensive analysis of all possible amendments to thecurrent treaty, but rather to encourage Korea and the United States to negotiate, and perhapsto serve as a platform for the initial consideration of amendments.



I. Ability to TaxThe relationship between Korea and the United States is intricate but exceptionally importantfor both countries. Over time, the countries have developed into major social and economicpartners. Since the early 1980s, the number of Koreans living in the United States has grownimmensely. Before 1980, there were approximately 248,920 Koreans living in the UnitedStates as citizens or residents.3 By the end of 2007, there were approximately 1.4 millionKorean- Americans living in the United States,4 with an additional 1,028,253 Koreanstemporarily residing in the United States as students, employees, tourists, or for otherpurposes.5International commerce between the countries has also grown substantially. Over the past 10years, the trading relationship between the United States and Korea has nearly doubled.6Exports and imports between the countries amounted to around $48 billion in 1998 with afairly even trade balance.7 By 2008, trade conducted between the countries amounted to over$82.8 billion, with the trade balance in favor of Korea.8 Many large companies in Korea(including various divisions of LG International, Samsung Group, and Hyundai Group) alsomaintain substantial connections to the United States, generally operating their U.S.businesses through local branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates.Similarly, many U.S. multinational companies (including General Electric Co., Microsoft,Citigroup, and J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.) maintain extensive operations in Korea throughlocal branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates. In light of the substantial interaction between theUnited States and Korea, it will be important for the revised treaty to clearly define and limitthe taxing rights of the two countries. In particular, the revised treaty might provide morerefined definitions of treaty terms, including ''corporation'' (particularly what constitutes a''head or main office'' to qualify as a Korean corporation), ''resident,'' ''industrial orcommercial activity,'' ''international traffic,'' and ''pension.'' Also, the revised treaty mightconsider the following amendments to taxing rights.A. Capital GainsUnder the current treaty, the source country's ability to tax capital gains is generally limited togains derived from the sale of real property located in that country. Capital gains from the saleof capital assets other than real property, including stock, can only be taxed by the taxpayer'scountry of residence, unless the gain can be attributed to a permanent establishment in thesource country or the taxpayer maintains a fixed base in the source country or otherwiseremains in the source country for a specific period during the tax year. Thus, article 16 of thecurrent treaty provides that a resident of one country will be exempt from tax by the othercountry on gains from the sale, exchange, or other disposition of capital assets, unless:the gain is derived by the resident regarding real property located in the other country(dealt with in article 15);the recipient of the gain has a PE in the other country and the property giving rise to thegain is effectively connected with that PE (dealt with in article 8); orthe recipient of the gain:maintains a fixed base in the other country for a period or periods aggregating 183days or more during the tax year and the property giving rise to the gain iseffectively connected with that fixed base; oris present in the other country for a period or periods aggregating 183 days ormore during the tax year.9



Since at the time of treaty negotiations Korea was in need of foreign capital, article 16 waslikely the result of Korea's willingness to forgo capital gains taxation in exchange for a greaterinflux of capital. Indeed, under most of Korea's bilateral tax treaties, Korea is barred fromcollecting capital gains taxes on property other than real property. However, in the currentenvironment of increased mutual investments between the United States and Korea, article 16can be viewed as overly restrictive regarding the taxing rights of the source country. It couldalso lead to abusive practices.10Accordingly, article 16 of the current treaty may be altered. Consistent with the OECD modeltreaty, the revised treaty could provide that gains derived by a resident of a contracting statefrom the alienation of immovable property situated in the other contracting state may betaxed in that other state.11 Furthermore, gains from the alienation of movable propertyforming part of the business property of a PE that an enterprise of a contracting state has inthe other contracting state, including gains from the alienation of such a PE (alone or with thewhole enterprise), may be taxed in that other state.12 The revised treaty might further extendthe taxing rights of the source country by providing that gains derived by a resident of acontracting state from the alienation of shares deriving more than 50 percent of their valuedirectly or indirectly from immovable (real) property situated in the other contracting statemay be taxed in that other state.13B. Attribution of Business ProfitsArticle 8(1) of the current treaty sets forth the general rule that the industrial or commercialprofits of a resident of one country are exempt from tax by the other country unless theresident is engaged in an industrial or commercial activity in the other country through a PEsituated therein. In determining the proper attribution of industrial or commercial profits to aPE, article 8(2) provides that both countries will attribute to the PE those profits that wouldbe attributable to it ''if it were an independent entity engaged in the same or similar activitiesunder the same or similar conditions and dealing wholly independently with the resident ofwhich it is a permanent establishment.''14Consistent with the U.S. model treaty and the current trend in U.S. treaty policy, the revisedtreaty might add that: The business profits to be attributed to the permanent establishmentshall include only the profits derived from the assets used, risks assumed, and activitiesperformed by the permanent establishment. 15 [Emphasis added.]As is made clear in the Treasury Department technical explanation to the U.S. model treaty,although U.S. domestic law (specifically Treasury reg. section 1.882-5) does not take intoaccount that some assets create more risk for an enterprise than others, the treaty allows ataxpayer ''to apply a more flexible approach that takes into account the relative risk of itsassets in the various jurisdictions in which it does business.''16The revised treaty could apply the principles of the OECD transfer pricing guidelines forpurposes of determining the profits attributable to a PE, taking into account the differenteconomic and legal circumstances of a single entity.17 Any of the methods described thereinas acceptable ways of determining an arm'slength result could then be used to determine theincome of a PE as long as those methods are applied in accordance with the guidelines.Further, in determining the amount of attributable profits, the PE would be treated as havingthe same amount of capital that it would need to support its activities if it were a distinct andseparate enterprise engaged in the same or similar activities. Similar to the fifth protocol tothe Canada- U.S. treaty, the revised treaty might provide that:



In calculating the business profits of a permanent establishment, deductions would not belimited to expenses incurred exclusively for the permanent establishment but would alsoinclude expenses incurred for purposes of the enterprise as a whole, regardless of whichaccounting unit of the enterprise books the expenses.18Finally, the revised treaty might provide greater detail regarding PE profit calculations forfinancial institutions and insurance companies.C. RoyaltiesArticle 14(1) of the current treaty provides that the tax imposed by the source country onroyalties derived by a resident of the other country generally will not exceed 15 percent of thegross amount thereof, unless the royalty is effectively connected with the taxpayer's PE in thesource country.19 Royalties derived from copyrights, or rights to produce or reproduce anyliterary, dramatic, musical, or artistic work, as well as royalties received as consideration forthe use of, or the right to use, motion picture films, including films and tapes used for radio ortelevision broadcasting, are subject to a 10 percent tax by the source country, unless theroyalty is effectively connected with the taxpayer's PE in the source country.20Under the current treaty, royalties are sourced according to the use of the underlyingintangible.21 Although this is generally consistent with U.S. domestic law on sourcingroyalties (that is, generally sourced to the location of use of the underlying intangible),22 it isinconsistent with both the OECD and U.S. model treaties, which extend exclusive taxingrights to the country of residence of the beneficial owner of the royalty.23 Under Korean law,royalties paid by a Korean resident and royalties paid for the use of intangibles in Korea aregenerally treated as Korean-source income.24 However, Korean domestic law on sourcing ofroyalties cannot override the treaty provision.25 Accordingly, the Korean governmentgenerally must concede taxation of royalties paid by its residents if the underlying intangiblesare used in the United States. From a practical perspective, article 16 may not bedisadvantageous for Korea, as it is possible that more royalties are paid for use of intangiblesin Korea, in which case, under the current treaty, Korea would have the ability to impose tax,even if the royalties were paid by non-Korean residents.However, consistent with the trend for taxing royalty income, the revised treaty might adoptthe rules contained in the OECD and U.S. model treaties and limit the taxation of royalties tothe beneficial owner's country of residence.II. Eligibility for BenefitsPerhaps one of the greatest shortcomings of the current treaty is its failure to clearly limittreaty benefits to genuine residents of the two countries. The current treaty does not containadequate antiavoidance rules either requiring beneficial ownership or adequately addressingtreaty shopping.A. Limitation on BenefitsThe only limitation on benefits provision in the current treaty is article 17,26 which providesthat a corporation resident in one country deriving dividends, interest, royalties, or capitalgains from sources within the other country will not be entitled to the benefits of articles 12(dividends), 13 (interest), 14 (royalties), or 16 (capital gains) if, by reason of special measures,the tax imposed on the corporation by the residence country regarding those dividends,interest, royalties, or capital gains is substantially less than the tax generally imposed by theresidence country on corporate profits, and 25 percent or more of the capital of the



corporation is held of record or is otherwise determined, after consultation between thecompetent authorities, to be owned, directly or indirectly, by one or more persons who are notindividual residents of the residence country (or, in the case of a Korean corporation, who arecitizens of the United States).27 For purposes of applying this article, direct or indirectownership is tested at the individual shareholder level.28As explained in the technical explanation, the purpose of article 17 is preventing the potentialabuse that can occur if one of the contracting states provides preferential rates of tax forinvestment or holding companies. The treaty partners feared that, in the absence of thisarticle, third-country residents could organize a shell corporation in one country for thepurpose of enjoying preferential rates on investments in the other country. The combinationof low tax rates in the first country and reduced rates or exemption in the other country wouldenable the third-country residents to realize unintended benefits.Although article 17 attempts to prevent such abuse of the treaty, the article is brief andunsophisticated. It applies only to some types of income (that is, dividends, interest, royalties,and capital gains), and only to corporations. It does not deal at all with the possible strippingof the residence country tax base. Accordingly, article 17 of the current treaty does notadequately address the problem of third-country residents, and the revised treaty might adoptmore effective approaches to preventing treaty abuse.B. Beneficial OwnershipThe current treaty provides for reduced rates of withholding by the source country on someitems of income, including dividends, interest, and royalties.29 However, in contrast to theOECD and U.S. model treaties and many other recent treaties, the current treaty does not usethe concept of beneficial ownership as a qualification for reduced rates of withholding. Forexample, article 12(1) of the current treaty affords reduced rates on dividends ''derived fromsources within one of the Contracting States by a resident of the other Contracting State.'' Bycontrast, similar provisions in the OECD and U.S. model treaties limit reduced rates todividends ''beneficially owned by a resident.''30 To curb abusive practices and ensure thatbenefits are granted to persons who are taxable on the income, the revised treaty mightemploy the concept of beneficial ownership. This amendment would comport with the generalprinciple that the substance of the transaction, rather than merely its form, should govern thetransaction's consequences.The notion of beneficial ownership is a controversial area, and the United States and Koreamight consider the implications of the following recent international tax cases: the Canadiancase of Prévost Car Inc. v. The Queen,31 the U.K. case of Indofood International Finance Ltd.v. JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A., London Branch,32 and the French case of Société Bank ofScotland.33In Prévost, the Canadian Tax Court held that a Dutch holding company (Dutch Holdco) wasthe beneficial owner of dividends received from its Canadian subsidiary (Canadian Sub) forpurposes of the Canada- Netherlands income tax convention.34 Under the treaty, CanadianSub had withheld 5 percent tax on dividend payments to Dutch Holdco. Dutch Holdco thendistributed the dividends to its shareholders resident in the United Kingdom and Sweden.The Canada Revenue Agency argued that the shareholders of Dutch Holdco who ultimatelyreceived the dividends were the beneficial owners of the dividends. However, Canadian courtsagreed with the taxpayer that Dutch Holdco was not a mere conduit for the shareholders and,therefore, qualified for benefits under the Canada-Netherlands treaty.



By contrast, in Indofood, the U.K. Court of Appeals held in favor of the government anddisallowed treaty benefits on a beneficial ownership analysis. Following termination of theIndonesia-Mauritius income tax convention, which reduced source-country taxation ofinterest to 10 percent, the Indonesian company Indofood proposed bonds issued by itsMauritius subsidiary to be redeemed. The bond holders objected, arguing that a Dutch specialpurpose vehicle (SPV) might be interposed in the structure to take advantage of reducedwithholding under the Indonesia-Netherlands income tax convention (also 10 percent oninterest), and noting that redemption was unjustified if ''reasonable'' measures could be takento preserve the favorable rate of taxation at source. A U.K. court, interpreting the beneficialownership and residence provisions of the Indonesia-Netherlands tax treaty, concluded that aDutch SPV would not be the beneficial owner of interest paid by Indofood. The courtexplained that beneficial ownership means the full privilege to enjoy the benefit of income.The Dutch SPV would not be the beneficial owner because it would be obligated to pay outinterest on the same day it received interest, and it would be precluded from using any othersource of funds.Similarly, in Société Bank of Scotland, the French Supreme Court held that the Royal Bank ofScotland, which had acquired dividend coupons under a usufruct agreement with a U.S.company, was not the beneficial owner of dividends distributed by a French subsidiary of theU.S. company. Accordingly, the Royal Bank of Scotland was not entitled to the 15 percentreduced withholding on dividends and other benefits under the France-U.K. income taxconvention.C. Fiscally Transparent EntitiesSince the conclusion of the current treaty, the United States has adopted entity classificationregulations that, in addition to providing default rules for classification, allow some eligibleentities to elect to be treated in a manner different from their legal classification. 35 Providedan entity is not a per se corporation, it can make an election to be treated as disregarded (ifthere is only one owner) or a partnership (if there is more than a single owner). Accordingly,it is possible (for example) for an entity to be treated as a corporation for Korean taxpurposes, but a disregarded entity for U.S. tax purposes. The Korean chusik hoesa is treatedas a per se corporation and is therefore ineligible to make an election; however, the Koreanyuhan hoesa is an eligible entity. Korea has also recently adopted new rules regarding thetaxation of partnerships, which may prove important for cross-border structures.The current treaty does not adequately address the taxation of fiscally transparent entities.Continuing with the trend in recent agreements, including the U.S. model treaty, the revisedtreaty could provide that an item of income derived through an entity that is fiscallytransparent under the laws of a contracting state should be viewed as derived by a resident ofthat state to the extent that the item is treated for purposes of the tax law of that state as theincome of a resident.36Also, similar to recent U.S. income tax treaties with Japan and the United Kingdom, therevised treaty might deny treaty benefits to payments in conduit financing arrangements, inwhich financing is structured to route economic benefits of the applicable treaty to residentsof third countries that have less favorable tax rates. The anticonduit rules generally apply toprovisions regarding dividends, interest, royalties, and other income.37 Similar to the U.K.-U.S. treaty, the revised treaty might deny the benefit of reduced rates to a transaction or seriesof transactions:(i) which is structured in such a way that a resident of a Contracting State entitled to thebenefits of this Convention receives an item of income arising in the other Contracting State



but that resident pays, directly or indirectly, all or substantially all of that income (at any timeor in any form) to another person who is not a resident of either Contracting State and who, ifit received that item of income direct from the other Contracting State, would not be entitledunder a convention for the avoidance of double taxation between the state in which that otherperson is resident and the Contracting State in which the income arises, or otherwise, tobenefits with respect to that item of income which are equivalent to, or more favourable than,those available under this Convention to a resident of a Contracting State; and (ii) which hasas its main purpose, or one of its main purposes, obtaining such increased benefits as areavailable under this Convention. 38D. Comprehensive Limitation on BenefitsTo further address tax avoidance, the revised treaty might contain a comprehensive LOBprovision. With increasing global interactions, there has been a proliferation of tax avoidancestrategies involving the use of entities in tax-favorable jurisdictions by third-country residentsto gain advantages under tax treaties between the United States and those jurisdictions. Thispractice, referred to as treaty shopping, commonly involves tax havens or low-taxjurisdictions and has become problematic not only for the United States but also for manyother nations around the world. Korea experienced this problem firsthand when, in recentyears, several U.S. private equity funds avoided paying Korean taxes on enormous profitsfrom selling stock of Korean companies by structuring transactions through companiesresident in Labuan, a tax haven in Malaysia. 39 Under a tax agreement between Korea andMalaysia, the country of residence has the sole right to tax profits from stock sales.To prevent treaty shopping, the United States has insisted on the inclusion of detailed LOBprovisions in all of its recent tax treaties. These provisions generally require that an entityseeking treaty benefits must be a resident of the treaty country and also satisfy additionalownership requirements. The requirements are generally designed to limit benefits to entitiesthat have a solid nexus with the alleged country of residence. Under the LOB provision, aforeign corporation may not be entitled to a reduced rate of tax at source unless a minimumpercentage of its owners are residents of the residence country. Moreover, LOB provisionsgenerally limit treaty benefits to entities that do not erode their residence country tax basethrough deductible payments to third-country persons. Recently, LOB provisions havebecome increasingly complex and detailed, and in some cases quite restrictive, although thereis some flexibility afforded to public companies and a recognition of derivative benefits(benefits granted when the treaty partner resident is owned by investors from countries thathave their own equally favorable treaties with the United States).As a result of U.S. insistence, recent U.S. tax treaties all contain a comprehensive LOBprovision, and many old treaties have been renegotiated. The current treaty is one of the fewremaining U.S. treaties from any period without any such provision. The United States andKorea should mutually agree to align their agreement with contemporary international taxpolicy on the prevention of treaty abuse.Similar to the LOB provision of the U.S. model treaty and recent treaties with other majortrading partners, the revised treaty could provide that a company may be eligible for treatybenefits if the company is publicly traded in the country where it is a resident. Morespecifically, and similar to the U.S. model treaty, the revised treaty could limit benefits to apublicly traded company:if the company's principal class of shares (and any disproportionate class of shares) isregularly traded on one or more recognized stock exchanges, and either: (A) its principal classof shares is primarily traded on a recognized stock exchange located in the Contracting State



of which the company is a resident,40 or (B) the company's primary place of management andcontrol is in the Contracting State of which it is a resident.41The revised treaty could further provide that a company will qualify for benefits if at least 50percent of the aggregate vote and value of the shares (and at least 50 percent of anydisproportionate class of shares) in the company is owned directly or indirectly by five orfewer publicly traded companies described above.42 It might also provide that a company willqualify for benefits if it is owned at least 50 percent by qualified residents, and less than 50percent of its gross income is paid or accrued as deductible payments to persons who are notqualified residents.43Consistent with the U.S. model treaty and other recent treaties, the revised treaty could alsogenerally state that a company may qualify for treaty benefits regarding an item of income ifthe company is engaged in the active conduct of a trade or business (other than, generally, thebusiness of making or managing investments for the resident's own account, unless theseactivities are banking, insurance, or securities activities carried on by a bank, insurancecompany, or registered securities dealer) in its country of residence, and the income for whichtreaty benefits is sought is derived in connection with or is incidental to that trade orbusiness.44 If a resident of one country derives an item of income from the other countryeither directly or from a related person, the revised treaty could allow benefits for such item ofincome only if the trade or business conducted in the resident's home country is, based on allfacts and circumstances, substantial in relation to the trade or business activity conducted inthe source country.45Finally, the revised treaty could provide as a safe harbor that a resident of one country that isnot entitled to the benefits of the treaty under other LOB provisions will nevertheless begranted benefits if the competent authority of the source country determines that theestablishment, acquisition, and maintenance of such resident and its operations did not haveas a principal purpose the obtaining of benefits under the treaty.46III. Mutual CooperationThe revised treaty might contain more robust provisions regarding mutual cooperation andresolution of disputes. Although the current treaty provides for mutual exchange ofinformation, the scope of information that can be requested is limited. In conformity with thecurrent trend of increasing international cooperation between trading partners, the revisedtreaty might broaden the scope of mutual exchange of information. Further, to promote tradeand prevent tax avoidance, the revised treaty might provide for an effective and promptmethod of resolving international tax disputes.A. Mutual Exchange of InformationWith the explosion of international scandals involving banking giants UBS of Switzerland andthe LGT Group of Liechtenstein, there is tremendous pressure on all countries to engage inmutual cooperation to combat tax evasion through comprehensive exchange of information.On December 8, 2008, the governments of the United States and Liechtenstein entered into abilateral tax information exchange agreement to facilitate the exchange of informationregarding tax matters between the countries. The Liechtenstein TIEA is likely to have rippleeffects on other nations, as the United Kingdom and Germany may follow suit with similarexchange of information agreements of their own with Liechtenstein. From a policyperspective, a remarkable feature of the Liechtenstein TIEA is the evidence it provides thatthe current climate affords a unique opportunity for independent nations to rely on eachother in combating tax evasion.



The current treaty contains a limited provision regarding exchange of information. Inparticular, article 28 provides:The competent authorities shall exchange such information as is necessary for carrying outthe provisions of this Convention or for the prevention of fraud or for the administration ofstatutory provisions concerning taxes to which this Convention applies provided theinformation is of a class that can be obtained under the laws and administrative practices ofeach Contracting State with respect to its own taxes.47 [Emphasis added.]However, ''no information shall be exchanged which would be contrary to public policy.''48Thus, exchange of information under the current treaty imposes a high burden of proof on thecountry seeking information to establish that the information sought is necessary to carry outthe provisions of the treaty, prevent fraud, or administer its domestic tax law. By contrast,both the OECD model treaty and the Liechtenstein TIEA provide for a much broaderexchange of information ''as is foreseeably relevant.'' The OECD model treaty states:The competent authority of the Contracting State shall exchange such information asforeseeably relevant for carrying out the provisions of this Convention or to theadministration or enforcement of the domestic laws concerning taxes of every kind anddescription imposed on behalf of the Contracting States, or of their political subdivisions orlocal authorities, insofar as the taxation thereunder is not contrary to the Convention. Theexchange of information is not restricted by [(Persons Covered)] and [(Taxes Covered)].49[Emphasis added.]To foster growing cooperation between the United States and Korea, the revised treaty mightinclude an expanded exchange of information provision. The exchange clause might require,for example, that the competent authorities of the two countries exchange on request suchinformation as is foreseeably relevant for carrying out the provisions of the treaty or of thedomestic laws of the contracting states concerning taxes of every kind imposed by acontracting state insofar as the taxation thereunder is not contrary to the treaty. It mightextend to information relating to the assessment or collection of, the enforcement orprosecution in respect of, or the determination of appeals in relation to the taxes covered bythe treaty.B. Dispute Resolution — Mandatory ArbitrationOne method of improving compliance with the law is ensuring that when disputes arise theyare promptly and effectively resolved. Disputes in matters of taxation are inevitable. As theeconomy of a country grows and its affairs become more intertwined with those of othercountries, issues proliferate. Disputes involving cross-border transactions are inevitablyprolonged and often contentious, and this can cause significant problems for taxpayers andgovernments alike. With the involvement of two or more taxing sovereignties, taxpayers canface uncertainty over applicable tax laws, double taxation of the same income, and denial ofbenefits.50 For governments, cross-border tax disputes can become highly politicized andresult in significant delays (or concessions) in tax collection. For both taxpayers andgovernments, an added difficulty is that cross-border tax disputes generally require a greatamount of time and resources. Though the instinct of legislators may be to adopt more rulesto clarify, specify, and distinguish their respective positions, some countries, including theUnited States, have concluded that this approach is not adequate for resolving crossborder taxdisputes. Instead, they have moved to adopt an expedited dispute resolution mechanism,which offers the possibility of resolving individual cases in a satisfactory manner within areasonable amount of time.



Recent treaty negotiations between the United States and Germany, Belgium, Canada, andFrance51 have resulted in mandatory arbitration provisions intended to allow for timelierresolution of tax disputes involving certain cross-border transactions. Under theseagreements, mandatory arbitration is generally available after two years of impasse betweenthe countries, unless the competent authorities agree otherwise. The technique adopted isbased on baseball arbitration: Each country submits a proposed disposition of the specificamounts of income, expense, or tax in dispute, and a three-member arbitration panel choosesone of the proposals. The countries prepare position papers supporting their proposals andmay, if they desire, prepare reply submissions to the other country's submission. Additionalinformation may be submitted to the arbitration panel only at its request. The panel isenjoined to apply the provisions of the treaty, any agreed commentaries or explanations of thetreaty, the laws of the countries to the extent they are not inconsistent with each other, andany OECD materials regarding relevant portions of the OECD model treaty. The resolution ofarbitration proceedings is binding on the countries. The revised treaty might adopt a similarmechanism.IV. Other Potential AmendmentsThe following additional amendments might be considered as conforming to recent trends intreaty policies.A. Relief From Double TaxationConsistent with the U.S. model treaty, the revised treaty could provide a general re-sourcingrule for gross income derived by a resident who, under the treaty, may be taxed in the othercountry.52 Thus, if the revised treaty allows Korea to tax an item of gross income (as definedunder U.S. law) derived by a resident of the United States, the United States would treat theitem as gross income from sources within Korea for U.S. foreign tax credit purposes.B. Reduced Tax Rates at SourceThe revised treaty might further reduce sourcecountry tax rates on dividends, interest, androyalties. Several recent treaties, including the Japan-U.S. treaty, eliminate source-countrytax on some parent-subsidiary dividends.53 In lieu of eliminating source-country tax entirely,consistent with the U.S. model treaty, the revised treaty might reduce the dividend tax rate to5 percent for dividends paid to a corporate beneficial owner that directly owns at least 10percent of the voting shares of the company paying the dividends, and to 15 percent in othercases. The current treaty provides for 10 percent and 15 percent rates on dividends. 54The Japan-U.S. treaty also eliminates source-country tax on royalties paid by Japaneseresidents to a U.S. company, including payments from a Japanese subsidiary to its U.S.parent.55 This provision has made doing business in Japan more attractive for U.S. softwarevendors. However, to ensure compliance with transfer pricing principles, a 5 percent tax willbe levied on royalties paid by a Japanese subsidiary to its U.S. parent (or any other paymentson which tax has been eliminated) if the payment exceeds the arm's-length amountdetermined by Japanese tax authorities.56 The revised treaty might adopt similar rules.C. Directors' FeesContrary to the OECD and U.S. model treaties and recent U.S. treaties with other majortrading partners, the current treaty does not contain a separate provision addressing thetaxation of directors' fees. Consistent with the U.S. and OECD model treaties, the revisedtreaty might provide that directors' fees and other compensation derived by a resident of one



country for services rendered in his capacity as a director (including the managing board orsupervisory board or a functionally similar body) of a company resident in the other countrymay be taxed in the latter country.57D. Independent Personal ServicesThe OECD and U.S. model treaties have eliminated the separate article dealing withindependent personal services, and the revised treaty might take that same approach.58Income from the performance of professional services and other activities of an independentcharacter would then be covered by the ''Business Profits'' article. Article 3(1)(e) of the U.S.model treaty provides that ''business'' includes the performance of professional services andother activities of an independent character.E. Entertainers and AthletesThe current treaty does not have a separate provision regarding taxation of entertainers andathletes. Similar to the U.S. model treaty, the revised treaty might provide that incomederived by an individual resident of a country from activities as an entertainer or athleteperformed in the other country may be taxed in that other country if gross receipts derived bythe performer exceed $20,000 (or the equivalent in won) for the tax year, including expensesreimbursed to the individual or borne on his behalf.59 If gross receipts exceed $20,000, thefull amount, not just the excess, may be taxed in the country of performance. Also, the revisedtreaty might provide that when income accrues to a person other than the entertainer orathlete, the income may be taxed in the country where the performer's services are rendered,without regard to the provisions concerning PEs and business profits; this would only applywhen the contract under which the performance is rendered designates the entertainer orathlete or allows a person other than the performer or the person to whom the income accruesto designate the individual who is to perform.60 These principles are generally embraced inthe OECD model treaty.61 They might be particularly appropriate in a revised treaty in light ofthe number of Korean and U.S. athletes and entertainers that cross borders to perform orentertain.V. ConclusionThe current tax treaty between the United States and Korea is long overdue for a completemakeover. Since the conclusion of the current treaty in 1976, both countries have experiencedsignificant changes to their economic conditions and international tax policies, and the worldhas changed dramatically. Revisions to the current treaty should be aligned with recent trendsin international commerce and the attendant policies regarding international agreements,and should also be consistent with the objectives of both countries to promote bilateralcommerce and cooperation.In addition to amendments to the income tax treaty, the United States and Korea might alsocontemplate entering into an agreement regarding estate and gift taxation. As individualsincreasingly become global and transitory, it is inevitable that the countries' taxation of suchindividuals' estates and gifts will become more complex and overlapping. Taxation involvesnot only income, but also estates and gifts — and the United States and Korea would do wellto contemplate a separate agreement that would effectively acknowledge that fact.Footnotes1 Korea became a member of the OECD in 1996. This may signal greater Korean acceptance of OECD conceptsand language regarding income tax treaties.
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